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Sunlight Games breaks into Boosteroid platform with 6 titles
Cologne, October 18, 2021 – Sunlight Games has announced today a cooperation with
the cloud gaming service Boosteroid. Start with the new puzzle game “Two Hundred
Ways”, play all the three adventure games of “Gold Rush!” or become a gangster in
the thrilling “Gangsters 1920”.
You can run Sunlight Games titles on any device, starting from Mac/PC, smartphone or laptop
and even Android TV. There is no need to download and store all the games on your device.
Boosteroid does it instead of you!
You can find additional information at:
https://www.sunlight-games.com
Here you go to the website of Boosteroid:
https://www.boosteroid.com
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About Sunlight Games:
Cologne-based Sunlight Games was founded in 2008 and transformed into a GmbH in May 2013.
A team of experienced game designers led by development veteran Marco Sowa-Israrel creates
games of all genres for PC, Mac, mobile and online platforms. Sunlight Games also works for
other studios as well as in game porting and localization.
About Boosteroid:
Boosteroid is a cloud gaming provider. Their service allows for using computational power of
remote servers to launch and run high-end video games. The gameplay is rendered on the
remote computer and is streamed to the user’s device over the Internet. The transmission
happens instantly making remote gaming comfortable for users. Boosteroid operates its own
hardware infrastructure deployed in the world’s leading data centers.
Boosteroid provides access to all the games directly through the user’s browser with no
additional software required. The technology is suitable for both PC/laptop gaming and mobile
gaming.
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